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Abstract

Given two or more video sequences containing similar
human activities (running, jumping, etc.) we want to devise
a method which extracts spatio-temporal signatures asso-
ciated with these activities, compares these signatures, and
aligns key positions of different videos. In this paper we
introduce a method which, in conjunction with a number
of hypotheses, allows the analysis of the motion of specific
body parts and extracts their 2D (image plane) time-varying
trajectories as well as their 3D trajectories. Two such tra-
jectories recovered from two different videos have different
characteristics. We develop a curve registration technique
which consists of estimating a transformation mapping one
time-basis (of the first curve) onto another time-basis (the
second curve). We also analyse in depth the conditions un-
der which such curve registration techniques are valid. Fi-
nally, we show results with two similar athletic events per-
formed by two different athletes.

1 Introduction

In this paper we address the following problem. Given
two or more video sequences containing similar human ac-
tivities (walking, running, jumping, etc.) we want to devise
a method which extracts spatio-temporal signatures associ-
ated with these activities, compares these signatures, and
aligns key positions of different videos. An example do-
main of such an application is sport events. Currently, in-
dividual performances such as jumps and vaults (athletics,
gymnastics, etc.) are difficult to compare quantitatively,
from one athlete to another, because the only available data
are video sequences.

Because we want to analyse activities with high dynam-
ics occurring over several seconds, the camera must move
and its settings (zoom and focus) must vary such that the hu-
man subject remains within the field of view. Therefore, the
apparent image motion is a combination of camera motion
(referred herein as egomotion) and 3D human-body motion.
Full recovery of the 3D trajectory, kinematics and dynamics
of the human body from a single moving camera remains an

ambitious goal.
In this paper we introduce a method which, in conjunc-

tion with a number of hypotheses, allows the analysis of
the motion of specific body parts (torso, hips, and so forth),
and extracts their 2D (image plane) time-varying trajecto-
ries as well as their 3D trajectories. Two such trajectories
recovered from two different videos have different charac-
teristics. We develop a curve registration technique which
consists of estimating a time warp function, i.e., a trans-
formation mapping one time-basis (of the first curve) onto
another time-basis (the second curve). Also, we analyse
in depth the conditions under which this curve registration
method returns valid results.

Without loss of generality we introduce a number of con-
straints. First, we restrict camera motion to pan and tilt ro-
tations around the optical axis as well as variations in zoom
and focus. This type of camera motion is conveniently de-
scribed by a plane-to-plane projective transformation and
can be estimated from image point correspondences with-
out any prior knowledge. Cameras mounted on tripod (as
used in athletic events) satisfy these conditons to a good
accuracy [1]. Second, we assume that image regions cor-
responding to individual body parts can be tracked through
the video sequence. Third, we assume that the focal length
varies in a way such that the apparent image size of the ob-
ject of interest (here a human body) remains constant. The
latter implies that variations in focal length compensate for
variations in depth. Interesting enough, not only that this
hypothesis allows the recovery of the full 3D trajectory of a
body part, but it is verified in practice.

The concept of mapping one time-basis onto another
time-basis (time warping) is a well known technique in
the engineering literature. Initial applications to speech-
processing can be found in [7]. Applications in com-
puter vision to human gesture recognition can be found in
[2, 3]. In [3] authors used learned view-dependent models
and performed time warping using pattern matching tech-
niques known in speech recognition. Hidden Markov Mod-
els (HMMs) are also considered for action recognition. In
[12], HMMs have been used to recognize American Sign
Language from videos. The advantages of HMMs over



time warping is that HMMs can learn from the training
data. However HMMs required network topology to be
described and fine-tuned precisely. Whereas compared to
HMMs, time warping is conceptually simpler and elegant.
Still, vision community has not paid much attention to such
works. One reason is viewpoint dependency of motion tra-
jectories. In this work, we will show for the first time the
conditions required for motion trajectories to be viewpoint
invariant and validity of these conditions in real life video
sequences. In [10], authors showed affine invariance of pe-
riodic motion. In comparison, we consider general motion
and invariance conditions are shown for general perspec-
tive transformation. Second reason is reliable estimation of
time warp functions. In earlier works, pattern recognition
framework or landmark registration was used to estimate
time warp functions. These registration techniques were not
robust enough to do reliable registration [8, 9]. However,
literature in statistics has developed much over these years
with robust registration techniques like Continuous Curve
Registration [8, 9] being applied to many different fields
[9].

Also in earlier works, authors [2, 3] concentrated on ges-
ture recognition, in this paper, we propose to use this frame-
work for indexing key positions. We further believe that it
can be easily extended to other vision applications like event
recognition, human body joint prediction, human activity
performance analysis, and comparison of movements.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In�
2 we briefly recall the method used to estimate the camera

motion parameters from static scene points and the charac-
teristics of the image-region (corresponding to human body
parts) tracker being used. Next we describe how the ini-
tial trajectory associated with the moving image-region is
transformed into an egomotion-compensated trajectory us-
ing adaptive manifold. In

�
3 we formulate our problem as

curve registration w.r.t. each other such that when regis-
tered, at any time, curves correspond to identical state of
the human activity. In

�
4 we look at sufficient and nec-

essary conditions required for registration, their validity in
real life video sequences. In

�
5, we present results of auto-

matic indexing of key positions in video sequences. Finally,
we finish with conclusions and future work in

�
6.

2 Extracting Curves from Image Sequences

We first show how to estimate image plane trajectories or
curves needed for curve registration from video sequences.
This requires: i) estimating camera motion; ii) tracking
image-region (for e.g. athlete’s torso); and iii) estimating its
egomotion compensated image plane trajectory for whole
video sequence.

In the rest of the paper, we use �������	��
 �������������������� as
the 2D centre position of the image-region at any time � and� ����� be the same position but egomotion compensated. For

discrete case scenario, we use ������
 ����������� � and � � respec-
tively. Here � denotes respective positions in � -th frame.

2.1 Camera Motion Estimation

We assume that camera’s centre of projection is fixed
and only focal length � , tilt angle  �! and pan angle  #"
vary. These assumptions are valid for cameras mounted on
tripods and hence sufficient for most video sequences [1].

Let $%��&'��( !�) be the plane-plane projective transformation
or homography warping the �*�,+.-/� -th frame to current� -th frame. At each time instant � , we estimate homogra-
phies $0��&1��( !�) parameterized over � ,  ! and  " by minimiz-
ing dense photometric information between two consecu-
tive frames [1, 11] and self-calibrate the sequence [4, 5] to
obtain � ,  ! ,  " values for complete video.

2.2 Tracking

To estimate �2� , we automatically track image-regions
(corresponding to specific body parts for e.g. athlete’s
torso) in whole video sequence using CONDENSATION
[6] based framework. Color histograms of image-regions
are used as image based measurements during reactive re-
inforcement step. In the first frame, we manually initialize
our tracker by selecting an image-region. In each subse-
quent frame, we take first order moment of the posteriori
probability density as value of ��� .
2.3 Using Adaptive Manifold

We now estimate egomotion compensated image plane
trajectory � � as spanned by an image-region. One possible
solution can be to warp ��� in input images to a static man-
ifold using the homographies obtained in

�
2.1. But note

that if the static manifold is a plane (i.e. planar mosaic),
then due to characteristic bow-tie shape of the mosaic, ���
far away from centre of planar mosaic will tend to blow up.
And if one uses a cylindrical or spherical manifold, then� - and � - coordinates of � � couple nonlinearly. Thus, the
result depends on which manifold is used and which input
image is used as a reference frame for building panoramas.

So we propose to subtract egomotion from input images
on frame-by-frame basis. More formally, given the position�2� in � -th frame and �2��( ! in �3�4+5-/� -th frame, its velocity6 � in � -th frame is6 � �7� � +98 : $ ��&1��( !;)=< �2��( !- >�? (1)

where 8 converts homogenous point coordinates into Eu-
clidian ones and the homography $@��&1��( !;) compensates for
camera motion and zoom variations. Note that egomotion
does not contribute to the term 6 � . If A	� is the time between
two frames, then as B*C*DEGF�H=I 6 � � 6 �����
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Figure 1. Trajectory of torso of an athlete doing high jump.
Curve ������� obtained as described in � 2.3: (a) � -coordinate of�����	� and (b) 
 -coordinate of ������� plotted against time.

where ������ is the true velocity of the tracked image-region
in image plane. An integral of ������ , or summation of ��� in
discrete case, will give us the required signature curve over
time i.e. � ����� � � � (2)

where
� � is the instantaneous path followed by the tracked

image-region in the image plane. Curve registration tech-
niques can now be applied to

� � . Note that as
� � is eval-

uated frame to frame, unlike static manifold mosaic case,
artifacts due to cumulative errors do not appear (as curva-
ture of

� ����� at any time depends only upon instantaneous
time � ).

From practical point of view, we would like to estimate
the value of

� � at any time instance and also possibly its
higher order derivatives. Therefore we fit a B-spline curve
of order � to be able to estimate

� � up to its second order
derivatives. Because of B-spline curve fitting, from now on,
we will treat

� � as a continuous function of time i.e.
� ����� .

Figure 1 shows one such
� ����� for a high-jump sequence.

Note that ������� is the perceived instantenous velocity in
the image plane. Even though

� ����� is free of the problems
listed above, it does depend upon camera’s viewpoint rela-
tive to original trajectory of the point in 3D space. In � 4 we
discuss conditions for viewpoint invariance.

3 Problem Formulation

Consider signature curves
��� ��� � ���� "!$#&%'�)()(*(+�-,/. corre-

sponding to , similar events gathered from , different
videos (high-jumps, pole-vaults, and so forth performed by
different athletes at different times with different camera
settings and viewpoint). The 2D vectors

�0� ��� � � are as ob-
tained in � 2.3.

Let these functions be defined on closed real intervals
that can be taken without loss of generality as # 12��3 � . . The
values

� � ��� � � of two or more functions may differ because
of two types of variation: i) amplitude variation due to the
fact that two functions

�54
and

��6
may simply differ at points

of time at which they can be compared; ii) phase variation

in the sense that
�54

and
��6

should not be compared at a
fixed time � , but at times � 4 and � 6 at which the two events
are essentially in physically comparable states, so that the
curves exhibit comparable features at these times.

Let time interval # 12�-387�. be a standard or reference inter-
val. Let 9 � ����� be a transformation of time � (or time warp
function) for case  with domain # 1:��3 7 . . The fact that the
timings of events have the same order regardless of the time
scale implies that 9 � , the time warping function should be
strictly increasing and hence invertible. Thus one can al-
ways solve the equation � � � 9 � ����� for � given value � � or
vice-versa. Also, 9 � ����� must satisfy the boundary conditions9 � ��1;� � 1 and 9 � ��387<� � 3 � . In addition, one may require
that 9 � ����� be a smooth function of � in the sense of being
differentiable a certain number of times.

Let
� 7 �����+���=!># 12�-3 7 . be a fixed function that provides a

template or reference for the individual curves
�0�

, i.e. after
registration, the features of

���
will be aligned in some sense

to those of
� 7 . One may thus propose the following general

model� � # 9 � �����?. �A@ � ����� � 7 �����CB"D � ����� or
� �)E 9 � �A@ � � 7 BFD � � (3)

where D is 2D error (relatively small as compared to
���

and
roughly centred about 1 ), and @ � is 2D amplitude modula-
tion function.

The registration task, then, is to estimate the time warp-
ing functions 9 � so that the de-warped components

�0�
can

be studied separately, along with possible analysis of the
functions 9 � as well. We estimate the time warp functions
using continuous curve registration techniques [8] as de-
scribed below.

3.1 Continuous Curve Registration

We describe continuous curve registration using scalar
functions (see [8]). For vector valued functions, one can
form a composite criterion by adding registration criteria
function (5) across all dimensions.

In the following text, we will drop the subscript  for
simplicity of notation. Now consider curve values as a set of
points to which one might apply principal components anal-
ysis. If curve values are proportional, then such an analysis
would yield only one nonzero principal component. That is,
only one of the two eigenvalues of the crossproduct matrixG �IHFJLK 67 �����	M'� JLK 7;����� K � �����	M'�JLK 7;����� K � �����	M'� JLK 6� �����	M'� N (4)

is going to be nonzero. This suggests that we might choose
warping function 90����� as to minimize the smallest eigen-
value of the crossproduct matrix i.e.O �P9Q� �AR 6 � G �+� (5)

where
O �P9Q� is continuous curve registration criteria casted

into functional form and R 6 � G � is the smallest eigenvalue



of crossproduct matrix � . Thus for the general case rep-
resented by (3), minimization of smallest eigenvalue of the
crossproduct matrix will lead us to ideal solution of com-
pletely registered curves and provides us the time warp
function � .

The warping functions � are required by most applica-
tions to be both monotone and smooth. If in addition to be-
ing strictly increasing, we assume that � has an integrable
second derivative, then � can be described by the homoge-
neous linear differential equation� " �� � " ��� � �� � (6)

because a strictly monotone function has a nonzero deriva-
tive, and hence weight function � is simply � ���� F �
	 � �� F , or the
relative curvature of � . This equation, subject to the require-
ment that �0�������� and �0��� I ����
� , has the solution�@��������� ! � FI exp < ���I � ����� � � > ��� (7)

Note that constant � ! is necessarily �
� 	 
 � exp ���	��� I ��� .
In practice, we impose a penalty on the roughness of� ����� , or, equivalently, on � � ����� in our criteria � ���2� . This

is achieved by minimizing���2���2����� ��� �! #" � < ��$ � ������ � $ > " � � (8)

where ���2���2� is the composite minimization criteria consist-
ing of minimization of smallest eigenvalue of crossproduct
matrix � ���2� and the second term controls the smoothness of� . If % �� , larger values of smoothing parameter " shrink
the relative curvature � �&� ���� F 	 � �� F to zero, and therefore
shrink �0����� to � . Since the relative curvature measure � is
scale free, appropriate values of " tend not to vary much
from one application to another. However, if we need to es-
timate derivatives of �0����� , it is better to work with higher
values of % as chain rule will imply that we take the cor-
responding derivatives of �0����� also. Specifically, if the first
derivative is needed, using %�� - will effectively penalize
the total curvature, and thus keep it as smooth as desired. In
the limit "#')( , this will ensure that � ����� is a constant.
In practice, we use % �+* as we want reliable estimate of
higher order derivatives of � .

Figure 6 shows the results both before and after registra-
tion.

4 Conditions for Applicability

In
�
3 we showed how to estimate the time warp func-

tion between two or more events using curve registration on
trajectories � ����� . Now we describe the conditions required
for curve registration to be physically meaningful. It is well
known that trajectory of a moving point as seen in image se-
quences depends on camera viewpoint and its parameters.

Even if camera parameters and viewpoint is fixed, point’s
trajectory as perceived in image sequences depend on its
velocity.

A 3D point at any time � is represented by a 3-vector, ����� ��
 - �������/. ����� �10 ����� � � . Its corresponding retinal point
is represented by 2-vector ������� � 
 �@����� � ������� � � or� � �32 4 � � � �654 (9)

where � is the focal length and we have dropped � for sim-
plicity of notation. Given that the focal length � is constant,
the derivative of (9) w.r.t. time � is7� � � 7. 0 +9� .0 " 70 � (10)

where
7� denotes the derivative of � w.r.t. time � and so on.

Similar results will hold for � -coordinate also. From (10),
we see that

7� involves both
7. and

70 function. And hence
supports above statement that a point trajectory ������� in im-
age depends upon its velocity even if camera parameters are
fixed. To perceive it easily, consider

7. ��� at time � $ then
using (10) 7�98;:5=< I ��+ � .0 " 70
In other words, if at time � $ we have a minimum or max-
imum in . , it does not imply that we have a minimum or
maximum in image in general.

Thus, in general, we can not apply curve registration as
trajectories in image plane depend on large number of vari-
ables (like camera viewpoint, velocity, etc.) and we can not
control all of them. This is one more reason why we are op-
posed to using a static manifold in

�
2.3 for obtaining image

plane trajectories � ����� .
4.1 When Does it Work?

For curve registration to work for all possible cases i.e.
changing camera parameters and different viewpoints, we
would like that �?>). and �@>)- (or

7�A> 7. and7�B> 7- ) at all time instances � . We will now consider only � -
coordinate. Similar results will hold for � -coordinate. The
way

7� is presented in (10),
7�C> 7. is mathematically im-

possible in general. However, if we allow focal length � to
vary, the derivative of (9) w.r.t. time � is7� � � 7. 0  � . 0ED 7�� + 700GF (11)

If
7�H> 7. for all time instances � , we must have7�� + 70 0 ��� or �I>J0 (12)

Thus, curve registration techniques will work if the cam-
era zoom varies in such a way that focal length � at any
time is proportional to 0 -coordinate of the moving point at
that time. In fact, it can be easily proved for general camera
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Figure 2. 3D trajectory obtained for high jump athlete: (a) trajectory in 3D; (b) top view of trajectory; and (c) Top view of the
optimal high jump trajectory. Compare (b) and (c).
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Figure 3. 3D trajectory obtained for pole vault athlete:
(a) trajectory in 3D; (b) top view of the trajectory. Note that
camera parameters does effect recovered 3D trajectories. Some
problems at start are due to initial incorrect estimation of ho-
mographies.

motion (i.e. zooming, rotating and translating camera) that7� > 7. and
7� > 7- if and only if � >�0 at any time instant.

Another physical interpretation of � > 0 is that the
object of interest must remain of equal size in all images.
Thus, if � >&0 , one can perceive true 3D trajectory as
spanned by an object from just one camera. Note that this is
a sufficient and necessary condition for trajectories in image
plane to be independent of camera viewpoint and motion.

Most professionally produced sport videos keep objects
of interest of the same size for better visualization. This
is particularly true when the trajectory of the athletes are
known in advance up to a good accuracy. In order to verify
if condition (12) actually holds in practice, we solved the re-
sulting ordinary differential equations numerically (see Ap-
pendix A) for pant-tilt and zooming cameras. The result
is the trajectory spanned by the athlete’s torso in 3D space
from a single camera. Figure 2 shows the trajectory of a
high jump athlete. As can be seen, the trajectory obtained
with this method is very close to the optimal trajectory of
the high jump figure 2-(c). Figure 3 shows the trajectory for
a pole vault.

5 Automatic Indexing of Videos

The representation of human body motion as a time-
varying curve together with the registration of two such
curves extracted from two different video sequences allows
us to automatically index key positions in the two videos.

For each video sequence, athlete’s torso trajectory is ex-
tracted. Given two such curves, say � ! ����� and � " ����� , we
compute the time warp function �0����� such that � ! 
 �@������� �� " ����� as described in

�
3. In practice, we apply the curve

registration technique to velocities, i.e., 6 ����� . One reason,
as noted in

�
3, is as higher order derivatives vary much more

than the function itself, it makes the registration process
more robust. Second order derivatives can also be used. But
it should be noted that imperfect tracking can create prob-
lems in estimating reliable higher order derivatives. Also by
using velocity vectors 6 ����� we avoid explicit normalization
and translation of the curves.

Key frames are manually selected in the first video. Us-
ing the estimated time warp function, time values corre-
sponding to key frames as specified in the first video se-
quence are transformed into time values in the second video
sequence.

Figure 4 shows two high jump video sequences where
initial frames have been synchronized. Frames from the
first video – (a) – are selected as key frames. Since the two
curves corresponding to the respective trajectories are not
registered, corresponding frames in the second video – (b)
– do not correspond to the same key frames. Figure 6-(a)
reflects this situation.

Figure 5 shows the results of indexing the two videos
once curve registration has been applied. Manually labelled
key postures in the first video are automatically indexed in
the second video. Figure 6-(b) reflects this situation. In sec-
ond video, we lost the track of the athlete for a while toward
the end of the sequence. But as registration depends mostly
on key landmark points along trajectories, it still manages
to find correct key postures in the second video.



(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Few equally spaced frames of two high jump input video sequences. Note that viewpoint in second video sequence is
quite different. Though starting point is same for two video sequences, but timings for jump are different.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Results of automatic key frames selection: (a) Key frames are selected manually in one video sequence; (b) Corresponding
key frames obtained by applying curve registration to estimate time warp function.
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Figure 6. Curve registration results on two high jump trajectories. � coordinate of egomotion subtracted adaptive manifold based
trajectory ������� plotted against time � : (a): Two curves before registration. Solid line represents reference curve. Curve to register is
represented as dashed line. This case corresponds to input video sequences as shown in figure 4; (b): Two curves after registration.
Curve after registration represented as dashed line. Note that after registration features of dashed line curve (for e.g. maximums and
minimums) align perfectly w.r.t. reference curve. Figure 5 shows the corresponding video sequences registered in time w.r.t. each other.

This methodology can be easily extended to tracking or
indexing any body parts, joints, hand gestures and so forth.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a framework targeted to-
ward human activity analysis when only one camera view is

available. By analysis we mean possibilities: like indexing
key positions in video sequences, recognition of events, per-
formance analysis, comparison of two or more events, etc.
In particular, we extracted spatio-temporal signatures asso-
ciated with various events. Curve registration techniques
are then applied to these spatio-temporal signatures to com-
pute time warp functions between events. Registration of



curves to estimate time warp function though known to vi-
sion community, but has not been fully explored. One main
reason is its dependency on camera parameters and viewing
angle. In this paper we provide the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for viewpoint independence. Also, we per-
formed experiments to check validity of these conditions in
real life video sequences.

Next, we showed one possible application of the frame-
work: automatic indexing of key positions in video se-
quences. Other possible applications can be: recognition
of events, human body tracking, full 3D reconstruction of
complex human motions and trajectories, etc. Also we
believe that current framework can handle more subtle is-
sues like performance analysis, comparison of two or more
events, etc. more elegantly. The power of the approach re-
sults from the fact that it allows physically meaningful com-
parison of events at comparable time instances. In the future
we intend to show, both systematically and experimentally,
above promised possibilities.
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A 3D Trajectory Generation

We now show how to estimate 3D trajectory of a point
given �G����� > 0 ����� at any time. We assume that 3D coordi-
nate reference frame is attached to camera such that image
plane is normal to 0 -axis. Also we assume we have pan-
tilt and zoom camera and pan, tilt angles and focal length
values at any time � are known (see

�
2.1). However note

that results presented below can be very easily extended to
general camera motion.

A 3D point at any time is represented by
, F �
 - F ��. F � 0 F � � . Here superscript denotes point coordinates

as defined in instantaneous camera reference frame at time� . It can be proved easily for general camera motion that if�B> 0 F then
7�H> 7. F and

7� > 7- F . Thus we can write

" �� � ��
�� � �� - F  ���. F  ���0 F

��
or "�� �
	 F � (13)

where � � 
 �0� �2� � �*� , 	 F � 
 - F  9� � �/. F  9� � �10 F � � , " is
a constant unknown scale factor, � � and � � are constant un-
known translational factors. This equation is same as stan-
dard perspective camera projection expression in homoge-
neous coordinates. However, note that 
 �0� ��� � � � ����� are
coordinates of feature point curve as described in

�
2.3 i.e.

egomotion subtracted point trajectory as seen in the image
plane.

For the case of a rotating camera, from (13), we have"�� ���	 F ( EGF � (14)

where � is the camera rotation in time A	� . As A � 'E� ,
�B'���������� (15)

where � is identity matrix. Taking derivative of (14) w.r.t.
time � and using (15)" 7� � 7	  �����	 � (16)

where we have dropped superscript � , � is 3-vector re-
sprenting angular velocity and � denotes the vector cross-
product. We solve the above ordinary differential equation
(16) numerically (up to a constant unknown scale factor "
and unknown initial conditions ��� and ��� ) to obtain trajec-
tory of a point in 3D given rotation matrix and focal length.
Figure 2 and figure 3 shows the results obtained.


